1.
This paper is concerned with the eigenvalue problem 
IS -
where G is a simply connected domain in the z-plane (z=x+iy),
T is its boundary and n denotes the outer normal. p(z) > O is the mass distribution. We assume that there exists a countable set of eigenvalues 0 = /i, < fi 2 <. ^3 <.
Szego [5] proved for membranes with constant p the isoperimetric inequality n\
JL. + i-N 2M
where M = JJ p dxdy ±s^ the total mass, J, (r) denotes the G Bessel function of order 1 and p, = 1.8412... is the smallest value such that J n '(p ) = 0. Equality holds if and only if G is a circle. In his proof, Szego uses conformal transplantation.
Weinberger [61 extended this theorem to an N-dimensional not necessarily simply connected membrane with constant mass distribution. This result can be stated as follows:
For all N-dimensional domains G .of given total mass, the Ndimensional sphere yields the maximum of JLU • The aim of this paper is to generalize the inequality of SzegS to the case of an inhomogeneous membrane.
Problem (A) is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem
where L = -is the o v P Beltrami operator of an abstract surfact T given by G and (5) can be written as
[2] where p(z) is a solution of the Legendre equation
with the boundary conditions We shall use the notations -r-m(r) = J p (z (w)) |^| rd8 ,
0
T. = {w; |w| ='t} , G. = fw; |w| < t} , I\ = z(f) and
m(t) = I -T-m(r)dr is the total mass of G . 
Mr, r t > -fc m J^ f
Therefore we obtain the estimation mimm
